
Setting Up the Swiftnet 

Step 1 :  Put net bag near center of the court and unzip it. 

Step 2 :  Take out 1 base leg , expand it and put it 1 foot outside the center line of 
the court with the V facing the court. Do the same to the second base leg on 
opposite side line. 

Step 3 :  Take the net out of the bag and unroll it. Put the bottom of each leg post 
near each base leg. 

Step 4 :  Take the expanding boom out of the bag. Place one end on one of the 
net posts ( this keeps the boom from being scraped across the abrasive cement 
surface ) and then expand the boom. Once expanded put one boom end in an end 
cap and then the other boom end in the other end cap, “All” while the net is lying 
flat. 

Step 5 :  Take leg post, net top and the boom in one hand and place it on the base 
leg ( holding all 3 helps keep things from falling ) , ( the fit is snug but does “Not” 
have to be forced ). Then do the other end the same way. 

Step 6 : Take tightening cord on one side and tighten all the way. Then go to other 
end and tighten cord Almost tight ( this will bow the boom near the bottom of the 
net ) . Now take the triangle net support and attach just off center of the center 
strap . Now attach the center strap around the boom with the tip of the strap just 
below the red mark on the strap ( this sets the net height ). Now tighten the 
almost tight cord until the net support snugs to the court surface. 

Step 7 : Take the net bag and hang both handles through the carabiner and hang 
from fence near the middle line of the court. It doesn’t have to be zipped.  

Every Precautionary Step Just Means The Nets Will Last That Little Bit Longer. 
YEAH, Thanks 

 


